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Abstract

For a long time, cancer has not been conquered, that must be that we ignore some important factors. This factor is cancer and tumor growth conditions and environment in vivo. I research through about 30 years found: In many human cancers, such as breast cancer, lung cancer, liver cancer, leukemia, lymph node cancer, bone cancer and other cancers, the cause of the disease may be different, but led to cell differentiation, tumor formation conditions and environment in vivo are the same. These diseases are the human body biological chemical system deviates from the optimal running state, the separation purification function of human body system is deteriorated, the human body products -- the blood and muscle tissue quality deteriorate, the body appears various phenomena. Due to the factor in the formation of these diseases has beyond the knowledge scope of single subject, so there are many diseases cannot be cured. This is a problem of system science and across many disciplines. When we introduce the body chemical system control concept, open the door of the new science. The body system return optimization operation state, Cancer and many difficult diseases immediately take a turn for the better. Copyright © www.acascipub.com, all rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In this, I put forward a new concept -- human body system optimization operation state (Abbreviation:
HBSOOS): It is the human body as a biological chemical factory to system treat. The various organs and each part of the body are treated as a component in the running of the system, interaction. HBSOOS will make human body system’s various organs operate in relative the more coordination and normal state. In body, the various physicochemical reaction relatively the most complete; Separate and excrete waste, rich components, harmful components relatively the most; The generated product----blood and other’s qualified rate is relative to the highest, quality is relative optimal most pure, and the transmission is in place; It is a kind of dynamic regulation, also called human body system to look for optimization, most normal operation adjusting. It is the highest level of system control. Here, also can be called System Science. Cancer and other diseases will be overcome!

1.1 The important factors of human many diseases

The human body is a system, and it is a chemical production system, the same chemical production, it is also in the processing product, it has chemical production characteristics. Also found in my research: many human diseases are virtually the various phenomena that human body system deviated from the optimal operation state (HBSOOS the normal operation of the state) lead to. Because of everyone's diet and living habits are different, so these phenomena in the human body landing sites and results are different, so that the medicine has given them different names. When the human body system deviations from the optimal operation state, the separation and purification of functional deterioration, the human body products -- the blood and muscle tissue quality deteriorate, The blood of residual toxin, Harmful components such as urea, uric acid, creatinine, rich nutrient ingredients and moisture etc. relative increase. Then the environment in the body is like a piece of fertile land, promote the cell mutation, the bacterial reproduction, damage organs etc.. On inflammation, bacteria, cell mutation, cancer cell proliferation etc. had sustained facilitation role. The system is easy to form eddy current effect and obstruction phenomenon, even when no external bacteria, virus invasion, the body's own will cause disease, such as cancer and many other diseases. At this time it is not easy to get medication effect, easy to repeated attacks, prone to complication etc..

2. Materials and Method

2.1 Interference factors and Correlation

Effects on the factors of the human body system optimize operation state is many sided. Such As: Input factors, Organ temperature and in vivo pressure factor; Organ morphology factor; Separation and purification factor; Nutrition and transmission factors; System effect factors; The negative effect of food and drug etc.; Output and feedback factors; Genetic factors; The invasion of bacteria and viruses and many external factors so on.

The same chemical system, these factors are not isolated, they interact, mutual interference, is coupled. Various phenomena of the body are related to each other, there is a causal relationship. Sometimes a factor can cause a series of disease; sometimes with a disease can be caused by different factors, but also by several different factors at the same time effects, but also is dynamic. So same disease cannot follow the same treat pattern, because of the same disease can be caused by different factors. Some is conventional factors, also has the system factor. This is the same treatment for the same disease, some patients effective, some patients are ineffective, or even result in the underlying cause of death. So to
treat the cancers needs a comprehensive analysis with the ideas of system. Because most deaths are due to abnormal system, the organ cannot work normally caused by.

### 2.2 Adjustable methods

The above shows: many factors caused by human body system state changes, external and internal, external caused internal changes. So the medium and means which can be used as system regulation is the input and output and sports and other system factors, and a series of diseases that factor caused can be improved by regulating the factor.

### Materials

We can use some natural substances that is non-toxic harmless and has a regulatory function, according to the requirement of the HBSOOS, make up some adjustable products that can improve the system function and, and enables multiple organ coordination work, and adjustable direction of each are not identical. For example, system adjustable product (S), that can improve the separation purification function of human body system, and can improve the quality of blood and organs and tissues. It can improve the environment in vivo. We can also prepare some special adjusting products(C1,2,3,--) that can eliminate the masses and disperse aggregation to the different parts of the body.

When the human body system deviates from the optimal operation state, the body will appear some uncomfortable symptoms. Due to the qualitative pathological change is not formed, this is not checked out by instrument. This is a process from quantitative change to qualitative change, but the body will have the feeling. We can according to the human body symptoms do optimization operation regulation. Due to there are 3 internal factors of cancer and tumor formation: system, aggregation, virus/bacteria/other factor. So we can choose the regulation mode of S+C(1,2,--)+other to do HBSOOS adjusting.

For example, Cyst of liver: S+C1 (Liver cancer: S+C1+Antiviral medicine); Lung cancer: S+C2+Antibiotic/antiviral drugs; Breast cancer need to consider external factors: S+C3+ shall discontinue contraception drugs and contraceptive ring. If there is no formation of lumps, only need simple prevention, above methods to remove the C group. In addition, all patients should eat lots of fruits and vegetables every day, with proper outdoor sports to coordinate regulation.

### 3. Results and Discussion

I have done experiments, to a cyst of liver, a advanced lung cancer, a breast cancer patients and several people that there are other cancers inclinations. Over the few years past, those cancer patients are still alive, and other did not develop into cancer, and are healthy. Due to the environmental factors in the system is considered, so to see the effect very quickly. The cancer and tumor growth can is controlled, the reason below.

### 3.1 Causes of cancer cannot be conquered at present

The method of treating cancer there are many, such as operation, radiotherapy, chemotherapy etc., but always cannot guarantee that the vast majority of patients with cancer through the above treatment could survive. Cancer is always hanging over people's heads a knife, threatening people's life. Root
cause: At present the human although know that cancer is caused by normal adult stem cells due to endogenous or exogenous factors stimulation, cause gene mutation result. But did not make clear what factors are excited to enter the cell division stage, and then transformed into tumor stem cells continue to proliferate and differentiate, the tumor became crazy growth? At the same time, tumor stem cells have metastatic, again by the unknown factors stimulate make tumors in human body produce proliferation, differentiation, invasion, metastasis, the spread? So even if the operation is only the tumor removed, chemotherapy and radiotherapy is also the body cancer cells and normal cells completely die. The in vitro environment may have changed, but the cancer cells to produce variation, proliferation, invasion, metastasis in vivo environment has not changed, it will breed. If the long-term use of this method in the treatment, before long the body's function, immunity and other loss, easy occurrence of acute tumor lysis syndrome (ATLS), will take away their lives.

3.2 What factors promoted to the evolution of cancer cells

I through the years of research found that this unknown factor is the in body's harmful energy and environment. When the human body system deviates from the optimal operation state, the separation and purification function become bad of the human body. The human body chemical plant products - blood, tissue and other quality will become bad, and that in vivo blood contains many of the poisonous and harmful substances, rich nutrient ingredients and moisture etc.. These substances as cancer cells proliferation, invasion, metastasis provide nutrients and energy. When these substances are more and more abundant, the temperature and pressure inside suit, the evolution of cancer cells grew quickly; when these substances is reduced, the evolution of cancer cells slow growth or even stop; when In vivo environment is suitable for cancer cell growth environment, It is easy to make the cell produces mutation, and for cancer cells provide nutrients and energy, to make the cancer cell sustained proliferation, differentiation, invasion, metastasis until deterioration cost lives. Conversely when the human body system is in the optimal operation state, even if the human body by exogenous factors stimulation produced gene mutation, is not easy to enter the cell division stage too. Because of the absence of energy supply and environmental support in vivo, it is difficult to cancer cells sustain proliferation, differentiation, the infiltration, metastasis, is not on human life threat. Cancer is not a threat to people's life.

3.3 The temperature and pressure in vivo promoted the evolution of cancer

My research has also found: when the human body system deviations from the optimal operation state, in the body’s harmful substances will increase. When these harmful substances is sufficient, in the human body organ temperature or pressure elevated a δ, cancer tumor growth, invasion, metastasis speed; when the temperature and pressure drop in a δ. to optimize running regression, cancer tumor growth slowing, invasiveness and metastasis slowed down; When the temperature is lower than that of organ optimization of running a δ, system of reaction and separation purification function will become bad. The body of toxic harmful substances will increase, also can form disease and tumor. When the body is in the optimal operation state, cancer and tumor had no growth!
4. Conclusion

Control they conquer cancer!

According to the system concept, there are the three main aspect factors of the formation of cancer or tumor: 1. the inducing factors, 2. internal factors, 3. bad living habits factors. So we can leave the inducing factors and rectify the bad living habits factors. So control cancer and tumor growth energy and growth conditions, can control the cell variant that due to endogenous factors induced, can control the cancerous cells continue to proliferate, invasion, metastasis, deterioration, can greatly prolong the lives of cancer patients. Especially the earlier by operation or chemotherapy, radiotherapy and other treatment of cancer patients, not is always the chemotherapy radiotherapy, can enter or early when it directly into the human body system optimized operation regulation, in order to prevent cell continuous variation, cancer progression.

HBSEOOS can prevent and control the growth of cancer or tumor, and for rehabilitation after operation. The cancer patients can return to normal life and working state, to prolong life. Cancer is no longer hanging over people's heads a knife and threatens the lives of the people, for cancer treatment drawing on successful conclusion!

Note: δ---- Small variable (Instrument check, in the normal range, but the human body have been feeling)
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Explain

HBSOOS adjusting is an invention, there is no existing book can reference. Only some seemingly irrelevant interdisciplinary book, rely on one's own extensive experience and understanding, system concept to logical reasoning, repeated experiments. So it is hard to say which book and which page were referred. They often need to read many books, but also the whole book. Research on HBSOOS often needs to read many books, even the whole. HBSOOS adjusting involves chemical system control theory, physics, chemistry, biology, cancer biology, food, sports, traditional Chinese medicine and Western medicine foundation, and other. And put them in combination with chemical system control. HBSOOS adjusting is a very magical science, open the door, in the past many untreatable disease can be solved. Research on it is very complex, but it is very easy to use. Cancer story ends